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The University of Georgia School of Law implemented its institutional repository in 2005.
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We honestly were like the proverbial blind men and the elephant when we first started
with Digital Commons in 2005.
We knew we wanted an institutional repository, BUT
We had trouble explaining to the faculty what it was, why you would want to participate
and how it was different from SSRN.
We even disagreed among ourselves about what it was.
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In addition to faculty scholarship, we decided we wanted the Digital Commons to capture
all intellectual output from the law school that is in digital format (and some that we
needed to scan).
We emphasize Institutional Repository versus just limiting ourselves to names like:
Scholarly Commons, etc.
Of course, we were careful to populate the faculty scholarship community first. We didn’t
want to overshadow their contributions but we wanted a well‐rounded repository.
Decided to go after the low hanging fruit. First, we looked in our own backyard. Library
Materials!
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Librarian presentations.
Wendy & I did an AALL presentation on Pecha Kucha last year. We often do CLE
presentations and local lunch‐n‐learns.
We have experimented with a variety of formats. One problem we ran into was the use of
copyrighted images. If we’re preparing a local presentation, we found that we had been
quite lax about where we obtained our images. Maybe we’d use a local comic strip, etc.
BUT we didn’t feel good about posting those images online in the repository forevermore.
We had to change our presentation practices to require everyone to use “free” or creative
commons images only. We usually take the ones from Microsoft word’s clip art. For
example, the elephant and fruit image that I just used were from Microsoft.
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Library Newsletter
We didn’t want to create records for each issue of the newsletter. Instead we gathered all
of the newsletters for a year onto a single record with summaries of the articles in the
record abstract. That way we could easily locate an issue but we didn’t have individual
records.
Perhaps rethink in light of the pdf viewer on the screen. Georgetown library newsletter
uses independent records and it looks good.
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Library Special Collections – Nuremberg trial materials. Robert Kennedy Speech. Joseph
Henry Lumpkin papers. Dean J. Alton Hosch papers.
We’re still trying to decide the best format for our online special collections.
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Law School Portraits – links to biographical information.
We’re using photo gallery provided by Digital Commons to capture portrait and art images
from around the school.
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Historic Photographs
From the campus yearbook. From the special collections. Scattered about.
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Alumni magazine. In particular…
Articles published by faculty in the alumni magazine.
Didn’t want them to overshadow law reviews. We put them in a series called popular
media under the Faculty Scholarship. To be distinguished from the Scholarly Works series.
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Faculty Colloquia
Our faculty and other faculty often make regular colloquia presentations. We have two
major series, regular and international law colloquia. Obviously, we can’t add the papers of
visiting faculty, but our faculty services librarian includes the series lineup – a listing of all of
the presentations and includes an abstract from each of the talks. (note he gets all of the
papers in advance and attends the presentations).
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Turned to Registrar’s materials. Often overlooked documents that the law school really
appreciates having reference copies of.
• Course Registration materials
• Previous class schedules
• Point allocation
• Exam schedules
• Orientation schedules.
All sorts of documentation that the registrar gathers.
The current schedule page links to Digital Commons for older versions of registrar
documents.
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Old law school photo directories.
We’ve scanned individual photos into our alumni database. Sometimes, people like to take
a look at the directory as a whole. Good for upcoming reunions or faculty to refresh their
memories.
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Annual Student Handbooks are preserved in DC
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Also include historical documents such as program from the original dedication of the law
school building.
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Invitation to the 1898 “Lawyer Hop” from the UGA Pandora Yearbook.
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A series that our alumni/development officers appreciates is Student Organizations.
Student organizations officers, Ga Law Review, JIPL & GJICL mastheads, Advocacy teams –
moot court and mock trial teams.
They have these types of records in their alumni database, but it’s a quick and dirty way for
them to verify a student org’s participants.
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One of our first forays into adding material beyond faculty scholarship was graduation
materials.
Graduation Addresses ‐ streaming speech. Text of speech. Scan the graduation program.
Attach some photos. Articles, press releases, etc.
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More recently, we added
Press Releases – backlog of old press releases. Searchable.
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Looked at Reports & Brochures:
One of the easiest:
Annual Donor Report
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Another easy one was the Dean’s report.
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Brochures such as the annual Faculty Appointments and Honors brochure.
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Another example – International Impact Brochure
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So What Didn’t Work For Us?
Not everything is a success.
Try again. Fail again. Fail better. ~Samuel Beckett
Failure is only the opportunity to begin again more intelligently. ~Henry Ford
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Best Brief – learned a hard lesson.
Problem is often recycled and passed around.
Really hard to get something out of cached Google search results. There appear to be no
actual humans working at Google.
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So what didn’t work for us?
Oral Histories. Did we have the permissions for the ones done a million years ago?
Communications office does not prefer unedited versions on the Internet.
Also concerned about the accuracy of the transcripts. Should we let the speakers read over
the transcripts and/or make corrections?
Are we courting donors or capturing history?
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Special Lecture Series….example John Edwards. Can’t always get permission from the big
name speakers. Another example, Sarah Weddington.
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Course Materials – Faculty aren’t eager to preserve course materials in the repository.
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Questions?
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